Software repositories contain a variety of information that can be mined and utilized to enhance software engineering processes. Patterns stored in software repository meta-data can provide useful and informative information about different aspects of a project, particularly those that may not be obvious for developers. One such aspect is the role of software design in a project. The messages connected to each commit in the repository note not only what changes have been made to project files, but potentially if those changes have somehow manipulated the design of the software.
INTRODUCTION
As is well known, software repositories hold a great amount of information about projects and their structures (meta data). Some of this information is easily measurable and some is not, often being hidden in discussions, commit messages, etc. In particular, commits hold a surprisingly large amount of information as they often contain discussions between developers that may contain hidden patterns within a project. Topics of discussion in these messages can show trends of the project and which subjects developers are more interested in or are struggling with.
In this paper, software repositories are mined using multiple machine learning algorithms to find out how many of the commits are discussing the design of the software system. As is noted in many studies [1, 2, 4, 9] , various aspects of design are of significant importance to the software engineering community. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this task has only been previously undertaken by a single work [2] . Though presenting a clear methodology and significant results, the work presented multiple opportunities for extension. First, the study included data from a single hosting service, GitHub, leaving room for the evaluation of data from other hosting platforms. Second, the study used only two classification techniques, leaving room for the application of new techniques to achieve improved results. Third, the study was not truly repeatable as the data set used was not provided.
Based on this, this work extends the state-of-the-art through multiple contributions including: 1) the use of meta-data from multiple software repository hosting platforms (SourceForge and GitHub) and 2) the inclusion of additional computational intelligence techniques including random forests (RF), decision trees (DT), naive Bayes classification (NB), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), multinomial Bayes classification (MB), and support vector machines (SVMs).
The initial mining to extract commit information is completed using the Boa language and infrastructure [5] . The resultant data is then manually classified (by the authors and through a survey) in order to tag commits as discussing software design or not. Based on this manually classified data, machine learning is applied to answer the question, "can we automate finding commits referencing design?"
Our results show both the SVM and RF classifiers perform well on this data, while RF has the highest overall Gmean. For many techniques the accuracy rate was over 80%, indicating that automatically classifying the commits discussing design is realistic. Such automation could allow software designers to quickly see what discussion is occurring and the related code changes surrounding that discussion.
METHODOLOGY
This study uses several platforms and programming languages to complete the presented research. Boa [5] was used to extract and collect raw data from two very large scale software repositories (GitHub and SourceForge). An online survey tool written in Ruby on Rails was also created to collect data from various contributors who manually classified Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. our data sets. Weka, a machine learning and data analysis software written in Java [6] , was also used to build our prediction models based on different classification algorithms. The remainder of this section describes each of these steps.
Step 1: Data Extraction
Boa is a domain specific language for mining large-scale software repositories. The goal of Boa is to ease testing hypotheses and questions related to mining software repositories. This study uses Boa to extract 200 random commits from five randomly selected projects in multiple software repository (five from GitHub and five from SourceForge) resulting in a total sample of 2,000 commits. Figure 1 shows the Boa query to randomly select 5 projects from the analyzed data set. Lines 2-6 and 12-13 are simple pre-processing instructions to check and remove empty commits. Lines 9-10 ensure only projects with at least 200 non-empty commits are included. A top-5 output aggregator (line 1) is used to select 5 projects. The project IDs are sent to the aggregator (line 11) with random weights ensuring a random sample. Figure 2 shows the Boa query used to to extract commits from each software repository. Lines 7-10 ensure the query only analyzes the randomly selected projects from the previous query. A top-200 output aggregator (line 1) is used to select 200 commits from each selected project. The commit logs are sent to the aggregator (line 14) with random weights 
Step 2: Label Collection
In the second step, a website was developed to manually classify commits as discussing software design or not. The survey was web-based so that software experts could vote for each commit and whether or not the commit discusses design or not. The web application was written in Ruby on Rails, leveraged MySQL for data storage, and used Bootstrap to ease the front-end design.
For each commit, three options were presented to each survey participant: 1) discusses design; 2) does not discuss design; and 3) can not decide. Based on the majority vote for each commit (with 2 votes minimum), the commit was classified as design or non-design. The final results of the manual classification of the data set showed that only 14% of commits discuss design including 139 out of 1,000 from GitHub's projects (13.9%) and 140 out of 1,000 from SourceForge's projects (14%). This distribution may vary based on which projects are randomly selected.
Step 3: Pre-processing
In the last step, the collected data from the online survey was converted to a Weka input file in the arff format. Weka is software that contains data analysis, predictive modeling, and visualization tools to aid in the application of machine learning techniques [7] . Weka provides a simple graphical user interface so that users can work with different machine learning algorithms, filters, and change the configurations of algorithms easily without having any deep knowledge of Java programming [7] .
The data was pre-processed by removing short and common words, applying a word-stemming algorithm, alphabetically tokenizing words, and then ranking all remaining words (see Table 1 for WEKA settings).
EVALUATION
For evaluating the proposed methodology, the data collected was split into three data sets. The first is GitHub-only data, the second is SourceForge-only data, and the third is a combination of both data sets. The data sets were split between GitHub and SourceForge for comparative analysis to answer the questions, "do GitHub or SourceForge developers speak about design more often?" Multiple classification algorithms were applied to each data set using 10-fold validation. Multiple experiments were also run using different weights to encourage improved results. As was mentioned in Section 2.2, only 14% of all commits discuss design which makes this data set an imbalanced one, which may degrade performance of the classifiers [8] .
In an imbalanced data set, one approach to increase the accuracy is to add extra cost to the false negatives of the minority class [3] . In this paper's first scenario, all costs were balanced. In the second scenario, costs were adjusted to encourage learning imbalanced data to decrease the false negative rate of the minority class. For each classification algorithm used, the parameters were set as listed in Table 1 . For pre-processing, the StringWordtoVector pre-filter is used with the the IteratedLovinsStemmer stemmer and AlphabeticTokenizer. Also, values of IDFTransform, FTRansform, and lowerCaseTokensare are set to true. The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 2-7 and Figure 3 .
Each table containing results has five columns and two sections where ACC stands for accuracy, %TP stands for true positive rate, %TN stands for true negative rate, %F-M stands for f-measure rate, and G-Mean stands for geometric mean. As the data is imbalanced, the accuracy of classification is not necessarily a proper and accurate way to measure the performance of the classification. For example, in an extremely imbalanced data set, a high rate of classification can occur without classifying the minority class correctly. To evaluate performance of classification there are other metrics like True Negative, True Positive, F-Measure, G-mean, etc. Those metrics can evaluate the performance of learning imbalanced data [3] . Each result table has two sections. In the top section, the entire confusion matrix has the same weight, but in the bottom section the weight of false negative cells was increased to encourage the classifier to obtain a higher true positive for the minority class according to Table 8 . 
DISCUSSION
In evaluating the performance of these methods, it is important to decide what criteria is the most important. For example, if only the overall accuracy rate is important, KNearest Neighbor would be a quick solution to answer the question. Although the accuracy rate of this algorithm is the highest among others, this algorithm misclassified almost all of those commits referring to design. At the other end of the spectrum, the Naive Bayes method shows a reasonable balance between accuracy and false-positive rate, suggesting it is the superior method. One solution to evaluate these methods more thoroughly and fairly is to use a statistical solution. As this study deals with imbalanced data, metrics like F-measure, G-mean, etc. are most applicable. Kim et al. [8] came up with some approaches to resolve problems caused by imbalanced data. One of these approaches is using Gmean as a statistical variable to help select between results. The calculation of Gmean is shown in (1).
Gmean =
T P T P + F N * T N T P + F P
A higher value of Gmean suggests a superior result. Using this statistic, the best performing algorithms were SVM for GitHub, Random Forest for SourceForge, and again Random Forest for the complete data set. Thus overall, Random Forest performs the best.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper revisited the question of "Do Developers Discuss Design?" using data mined via Boa to expand the analysis of this key question to repository meta-data across multiple repository sites. Further, new sets of classification methods have also been explored. Results using the Gmean statistic demonstrate that both SVM and Random Forest methods work well, but the Random Forest method appears to be superior with an overall Gmean of 75.01.
We are currently working to integrate the machine learning techniques into Boa. This would allow us to train the classifiers inside Boa and then easily use those classifiers on a large set of data, thus proving the feasibility of automatically detecting commits discussing design. In the future, this work may also be extended to include larger data sets, more classification methods, ensemble based-methods.
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